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Asking for Participating in Parade on Public Roads 

at SUZUKA Motor Sports Festival



Under the sponsorship of Suzuka-city declaring “the motor sports city”,

“SUZUKA MOTOR SPORTS FESTIVAL” which is the event concentrated 

attractions and power of motor sports will be held by various motor sports corporations

acting based in Suzuka-city at the biggest commercial facility in the city.

Many visitors including families on summer vacation will come up to meet here for 

“Suzuka 10H” from all over the world, and the event will provide opportunities to generate 

motor sports fans in the next generation with us through “motor sports experience” at the 

venue, and it also will bring power, which motor sports have, to people around the world 

by being world-wide broadcasted.

We kindly ask you all entrants participating in “Suzuka 10H” to join 

“the biggest parade on public roads in Japan”

which will be the core attraction of the festival. 

CONCEPT



TIME SCHEDULE
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■ Schedule for the parade
・Venue：CIRCUIT ROAD to AEON MALL SUZUKA

・Date：Thursday 23rd August 2018

・Schedule：
10：30 Pre-event at AEON MALL SUZUKA

（finishes at 16:00）
11：30 Parade starts from SUZUKA CIRCUIT

11：45 Arrives at AEON MALL SUZUKA

10 vehicles to be exhibited at the venue,

other vehicles to run back to the circuit

11：50 Ceremony starts
12：15 Ceremony finishes
12：15 Open scrutineering（10 exhibited

vehicles applicable）
13：20 10 exhibited vehicles start to be carried

out (to be moved by truck arranged by
SUZUKA CIRCUIT)

14：00 10 exhibited vehicles arrive at the circuit

15：00 Drivers Briefing

(16：15 10H Paid Practice starts）

・The guests of honor (TBC)
Hidetaka Suzuki  - Governor of Mie prefecture 
Norio Suematsu – Mayor of Suzuka city 
Stephan Ratel - SRO CEO
Masaaki Bando – GTA CEO 

・And VIP guests from each manufacturer are to be invited to take part in the street parade.



ROUTE (In PADDOCK)

【Travel route in PADDOCK】
①Reverse run in Pit road

②Passing PADDOCK A
③Passing SMSC office
④To Public from MS gate

【Note to travel in PADDOCK】
There is a sloping road after 
passing SMSC office. Keep an 
inter-vehicle gap and run at a 
certain speed avoiding traffic jam.

①

② ③

④

Pit Lane

Track

Pit Garage

Pit Building

Motorsport Gate

Control Tower

A1Paddock

A2Paddock

S Paddock

A3Paddock

B Paddock

E Paddock

SMSC office



ROUTE
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Approximately 3.3km public road from 

SUZUKA CIRCUIT to AEON MALL 

SUZUKA will be full blocked and parade 
with 6.6km round-trip will be carried out.

*Travel speed: 50km/h



Parade route（Inside Aeon Mall））

Suzuka Circuit Side

The parade travels through the Motor Sports Festival venue and go back to Suzuka
Circuit without stopping (Except for the cars to be displayed at the Aeon Mall)

Car stop position for 
Open Scrutineering

【 Measure to be taken against bumpy section to take care of the cars in Aeon Mall】
Place rubber mats before and after the bumpy section to alleviate the gap.

（ Already verified the effect with Ferrari 488 GT3 ）

Rubber mat



DOMESTIC/INTERNATIONAL DELIVERY OF PARADE

We aim at settling the parade as symbol of SUZUKA 10H held in 

summer operated as one with the local area by introducing the parade 

through domestically/ internationally TV broadcasting (relay/ report) or 

each of media, etc.

Scene of starting/ goal of the race will be domestically 

broadcasted live on TV by BS Japan, and real-time 

distribution by internet moving picture service or digest

broadcasting are planned.

Additionally, it will be broadcasted in more than 75 

countries in the world by network of Eurosports, Discovery. 

(Live or delay broadcasting/ distribution）

Local news (NHK, private 
broadcasts, newspapers)



VENUE : AEON MALL SUZUKA
■ SUZUKA MOTOR SPORTS FESTIVAL

・Venue：AEON MALL SUZUKA

・Date：Thursday 23rd August 2018, 10:30 - 16:00

【Contents of the event】
・SUZUKA 10H Racing Car Presentation

Each of 10H vehicles participated in the parade will be introduced to fans.

・Scrutineering open to spectators for Suzuka 10H racing cars

Simulated scrutineering will be conducted in order to inspire tense feeling or
expectation to the race by replicating a scene of scrutineering. 
*The 10 vehicles for open scrutineering will be selected by the event organizer.

The applicable 10 vehicles will be delivered back to SUZUKA CIRCUIT by
truck arranged by the event organizer after the open scrutineering.

・Exhibition of the racing machines made in Suzuka

Machines (2W/4W) of the racing teams based in Suzuka-city to be exhibited 
Various types of demonstration to be performed

・Big Jump performance by Cross Bike (Hybrid Bike) （by ＦＭＸ）
Excitement at the venue will be promoted by ＦＭＸ performance to the
maximum.



REQUEST FOR YOUR COOPERATION TO EVENT
■ Cooperation requested item for each team

・Participation in the parade on Thursday in Suzuka-city

・Set the minimum ground height as high as possible so as to run in public and inside the 
commercial facility.

The driver for the parade car should be by the registered driver or the team staff.
No need to wear driver’s racing gears i.e. helmet, fire retardant suits.
Wearing Team shirt and such would be fine to take part in the parade.

Please fill the driver’s name takeing part in the parade in the separate sheet and send it to the 
race secretariat office (email address below) by 15th August (Wednesday). 
(racesecretariat@mobilityland.co.jp)

【Operation of the Street Parade - Suzuka Motor Sports Festival 】
・The whole parade route will be controlled by the police and completely blocked except for the cars taking 
part in the parade. Driving speed needs to be kept around 50km/h all the way and the space between cars 

should be secured properly to keep the speed. In order to avoid congestion of the column of the cars to be 

occured as minimum as possible, the way of parking for the 10 cars to be displayed at Aeon Mall park 

should park forward parking along by the Parade route.

・The travelling time of the parade is scheduled for 10 minutes (maximum) – out and home / car

・The team staffs for the 10 cars to be displayed at the Aeon Mall who need to work before the parade starts 
will have shuttle bus service. 

After arrival at the display area, we ask that you promptly prepare for cooling to prevent heat strokes.



REQUEST FOR YOUR COOPERATION TO EVENT

■We ask for your cooperation to display your car(s) at the Aeon Mall

・For 10 vehicles selected by the event organizer out of all the vehicles 
participated in the parade, park at AEON MALL SUZUKA and take open 

scrutineering. Those 10 vehicles will be delivered back to Pit by truck arranged 
by SUZUKA CIRCUIT by 14:00.

We kindly ask all the team staff to cooperate with us for loading
/unloading the vehicle to/ from the truck on site. 

#00 Mercedes-AMG： Team GOODSMILE
＃44 Mercedes-AMG：Strakka Racing
#10 Honda NSX：Honda Team MOTUL
#018 NISSAN GT-R：KCMG
#911 Porsche 911：Porsche Manthey Racing 
#1 Audi R8：AUDI SPORT TEAM WRT　
Chevrolet Corvette C7 GT3-R：Callaway Competition 
#88 Lamborghini Huracan：JLOC
#58 Mclaren 650S GT3：Garage59　
#07 Bentley Continental：Bentley Team M-Sport

Scrutineering open to spectators for Suzuka 10H racing cars (10 cars)


